Movendi International response to the discussion paper

World Health Organization
Implementation of the WHO global strategy to reduce the harmful use of alcohol since its endorsement, and the way forward

1. Overview of analysis of challenges, setbacks and shortcomings

Question #1:
What, in your organization’s view, have been the most important achievements, challenges and setbacks in implementation of the WHO global strategy to reduce alcohol consumption and related harm since 2010?

Short introduction

This analysis illustrates some success and important progress facilitated by the WHO Global Alcohol Strategy (WHO GAS) since its adoption in 2010. Nevertheless, Movendi International examination of nearly a decade of implementation of the WHO GAS outlines in detail how the strategy is largely ineffective, inadequate, and in parts even outdated.

1.1 Noteworthy WHO Global Alcohol Strategy achievements

Over nearly a decade of WHO GAS implementation, some (remarkable) achievements, successes and positive trends have been recorded. There are country success stories of evidence-based alcohol policy formulation and implementation in which the WHO GAS played an important role. There have been landmark achievements for alcohol prevention and control in global policy-making processes that would likely not have happened without the WHO GAS. There have been successes in knowledge generation and science production facilitated by the WHO GAS.

Simply put:
Thanks to the WHO GAS there has been some progress in some areas. Without the WHO GAS the alcohol policy situation would have been even worse; but this doesn’t mean that the current overall situation is good.

Success in terms of WHO GAS Priorities:
The achievements of the WHO GAS implementation can be categorized according to its own four priority areas. Especially two priority areas have seen positive developments, namely “Public health advocacy, partnership...” as well as “Production... of knowledge”. A third priority area “Technical support and capacity-building” has also seen achievements but has overall a more mixed evaluation due to substantial shortcomings.

**Successful action in terms of WHO GAS Objective:**

The achievements of the WHO GAS implementation can be categorized according to its own five objectives. One objective can be considered achieved: “Strengthened knowledge base on the magnitude and determinants of alcohol-related harm and on effective interventions to reduce and prevent such harm.”

**Data underpinning Movendi International assessment:**

The WHO research initiative on alcohol, health and development has generated important knowledge about alcohol’s health harms and international research has vastly improved understanding of alcohol’s harm to others, including prevalence of fetal alcohol spectrum disorders.

The refining of WHO’s Global Information System on Alcohol and Health has facilitated significant improvements in the production, analysis and dissemination of knowledge on alcohol consumption, related harm and effective policy responses.

WHO’s work in partnership with other major UN agencies has promoted alcohol’s role in the efforts to realize the commitments of the SDGs and beyond.

**1.2 WHO Global Alcohol Strategy is ineffective**

Over the past decade, the world has not seen progress regarding alcohol prevention and control: neither in reducing alcohol consumption and related harm, nor in increasing alcohol policy best buy implementation.

**Simply put:**

The WHO GAS has been ineffective in facilitating action in terms of two its priority areas and one of its objectives. WHO failed at the highest level over nearly a decade to adequately act upon the WHO GAS and address alcohol harm as the global health emergency that it is. Member States have failed to make use of the WHO GAS and live up to their duty of protecting their citizens from alcohol harm and promoting the Human Right to health and well-being for all.
Ineffective action in terms of WHO GAS Priorities:

1a. Public health advocacy  
1b. Public health partnership  
3. Dissemination of knowledge  

Ineffective action in terms of WHO GAS Objective:

1. Raised global awareness of the magnitude and nature of the health, social and economic problems caused by harmful use of alcohol, and increased commitment by governments to act to address the harmful use of alcohol.

Data underpinning Movendi International assessment:

The World Health Organization reports that the global situation regarding alcohol policy development and implementation is still far from effectively protecting populations from alcohol harm. This illustrates that the public health advocacy, and partnerships generated by nearly a decade of WHO GAS implementation have not had the anticipated and necessary impact. It also shows that knowledge dissemination has been ineffective over the past nine years. All together this leads to substantial shortcomings both in raising the level of awareness and recognition of the real harms of alcohol and the commitment of countries to act.

1.3 WHO Global Alcohol Strategy is inadequate

While the WHO GAS has been ineffective in facilitating substantial action according to two priority areas and in achieving one of its objectives, the situation is even worse for two more priority areas and three more objectives.

Simply put: The WHO GAS has been inadequate in generating action in terms of technical support, capacity building and recourse mobilization. This has undermined and hampered the work on a number of objectives, including enhancing Member State capacity, strengthening partnerships, and applying information meaningfully in policy development.

Ineffective action in terms of WHO GAS Priorities:
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2. Technical support and capacity-building
4. Resource mobilization

Ineffective action in terms of WHO GAS Objective:

3. Increased technical support to, and enhanced capacity of, Member States for preventing the harmful use of alcohol and managing alcohol-use disorders and associated health conditions.
4. Strengthened partnerships and better coordination among stakeholders and increased mobilization of resources required for appropriate and concerted action to prevent the harmful use of alcohol.
5. Improved systems for monitoring and surveillance at different levels, and more effective dissemination and application of information for advocacy, policy development and evaluation purposes.

Data underpinning Movendi International assessment:

WHO’s own analysis provides the evidence, emphasizing that current trends and projections of alcohol consumption point towards increase of total per capita consumption worldwide in the coming decade. Clearly the target of a 10% relative reduction by 2025 has been out of reach and will remain out of reach. So far, the WHO GAS has failed in facilitating the mobilization of resources, technical capacity, and partnerships necessary to turn the tide on global alcohol harm.

Both in terms of infrastructure build and toolbox created since the adoption of the WHA GAS in 2010, the alcohol control community remains poorly equipped. Technical tools are scarce and insufficiently developed, still and supply of capacity building programs fall short of demand. In nearly a decade, only three WHO Global Alcohol Status Reports have been produced.

The detailed analysis:

Inadequate alcohol availability regulation worldwide

Most countries have some form of control of availability, such as a licensing system, but do not use it to regulate access in a public health perspective. For example, less than one third of countries reporting to WHO in 2016 indicated the existence of regulations on outlet density and/ or days of sale. Even after nearly a decade of WHO GAS, there are still countries without any legal minimum purchase age. Those tended to be low-income or
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lower-middle-income countries, the greatest number of which is in the WHO African Region.

It’s not only that alcohol availability regulation remains inadequate, according to findings from the WHO Global Alcohol Status 2018, to compound the situation, alcohol is actually becoming more widely and easily available. The number of licences to produce, distribute and sell alcohol – a marker for increased rather than decreased availability – is increasing in much of the world, particularly in lower-income countries, according to the discussion paper (page 7).

Inadequate treatment coverage for alcohol use disorder worldwide
The WHO Global Alcohol Status Report shows that levels of treatment coverage vary substantially across countries. Only 14% of reporting countries indicated high treatment coverage, i.e. treatment coverage of more than 40%. But 28% of reporting countries indicated very limited or close to zero treatment coverage. WHO data shows that treatment coverage rises with national income. All of the responding countries that reported close to no treatment coverage were low- or lower-middle-income countries and the majority (70%) with high treatment coverage had upper-middle or high incomes.

Unfortunately, the most common response globally and in nearly every region was that countries did not know the level of treatment coverage (67 countries globally, 40%).

This shows how heavy a burden alcohol use disorder places on health systems and how ill-equipped most systems currently are. But the WHO GAS is clearly failing to increase understanding of the alcohol burden on health systems, to mainstream alcohol policy considerations into policy discussions about universal health coverage and to specify the role and potential of the primary health care system to help reduce and prevent alcohol harm.

Inadequate alcohol marketing regulations worldwide
The majority of countries that submit data to WHO indicate they now have some type of restriction of alcohol advertising for all media types. But digital alcohol marketing restrictions are comparatively far behind, suggesting that regulation in many countries continues to lag behind technological innovation in the alcohol industry. In 2016, 123 countries reported on alcohol marketing restrictions across all media and beverage types. But of these 28% had no regulations on any media type. Most of the countries that reported no restrictions across all media types were located in the African or Americas regions.

Inadequate alcohol pricing regulations worldwide
Increasing the price of alcohol is the single most effective strategy to reduce and prevent alcohol-related harm. Studies repeatedly find that increasing the price of alcohol is
associated with reductions in alcohol harm. For instance, over 50 years a 20% increase globally in alcohol taxes could avert 9 million premature deaths and generate almost US$9 trillion in additional revenues in present discounted value\(^4\).

The WHO Global Alcohol Status Report shows 95% of all reporting countries implement alcohol excise taxes; however, fewer than half of the countries use the other price strategies highlighted in the WHO GAS – such as adjusting taxes to keep up with inflation and income levels, imposing minimum pricing policies, or banning below-cost selling or volume discounts.

For example, a 2017 analysis showed that 59% of responding countries had implemented a tax increase on alcoholic beverages since the adoption of the WHO GAS. However, only a third of countries adjust those taxes regularly for inflation, and eight countries (five of them in the WHO European Region) reported increasing their subsidies for alcohol production\(^5\).

Already in 2010, the World Health Report\(^6\) illustrated the significant potential of alcohol taxation for population health and for significantly contributing to financing health and development. "Raising taxes on alcohol to 40% of the retail price could have an even bigger impact [than a 50% increase in tobacco taxation]. Estimates for 12 low-income countries show that consumption levels would fall by more than 10%, while tax revenues would more than triple to a level amounting to 38% of total health spending in those countries." However, the **WHO GAS has proven to be inadequate of facilitating global efforts to advance alcohol taxation, for example through a joint initiative.**

The WHO GAS is clearly inadequate for **not facilitating protection of the human right to health and development, particularly with regard to children, adolescents and young people as well as other alcohol abstainers and women**, who are all "emerging markets" and thus target groups for the alcohol industry. Since per capita alcohol consumption is not at all declining at acceptable pace - meaning that vulnerable groups, communities and societies at large remain exposed to serious health, social and economic alcohol harms - technical support, partnerships, and coordination efforts must all be categorised as inadequate.

### Inadequate support against alcohol industry interference

The WHO GAS is clearly inadequate given the failure to safeguard national, regional and global alcohol policy development processes from alcohol industry interference.
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Even in countries that committed to action on the magnitude of the alcohol problem, the WHO GAS was not enough to stimulate effective policy formulation due to alcohol industry interference and aggressive attempts to derail, obstruct and undermine such attempts at public health policy making. Alcohol industry interference has been studied and revealed on numerous occasions\(^7\) \(^8\).

There is clearly not enough capacity and resources to safeguard public health alcohol policy-making processes against alcohol industry interference that led to the watering down or complete abandonment of WHO best buy alcohol policy implementation in all regions. Notable examples are South Africa\(^9\) and Vietnam\(^10\).

This short analysis shows that the **systematic and integrated implementation of the alcohol policy best and good buys is by no means commensurate with the health, social, and economic harm attributable to alcohol.**

From an equity and sustainable development perspective, the differences in the responses to the health and development harms of alcohol use are substantial and urgent action by WHO and Member States is required.

### 1.4 WHO Global Alcohol Strategy is outdated

Movendi International analysis shows that after nearly a decade of WHO GAS implementation, the strategy is outdated in key aspects of the global governance of alcohol prevention and control:

- International trade and investment agreements\(^11\),
- The 2030 Agenda,
- Innovative and increasingly aggressive new practices and technologies of the alcohol industry (self-regulation, CSR, interference, digital marketing, heavy users, etc.)
- WHO’s own reforms and landmark transformations (UHC, GPW13 triple billion target),
- Terminology to discuss alcohol harm and alcohol policy solutions, and
- Policy coherence.

**Simply put:**


The WHO GAS is outdated in terms of two of its priority areas and all objectives need recalibration and innovation given rapid developments in the past decade.

**Outdated action in terms of WHO GAS Priorities:**

1c Public health dialogue  
3b Dissemination of knowledge

**Outdated action in terms of WHO GAS Objective:**

No objectives can be classified as outdated as such but faced with rapid developments in the global governance relevant for alcohol prevention and control, since the adoption of the WHO GAS almost a decade ago, all objectives need recalibration and innovation. In terms of a state-of-the-art response to the alcohol burden, the question is less about what (regarding the WHO GAS objectives) and much more about the how.

**Data underpinning Movendi International assessment:**

WHO itself reports about Global Information System on Alcohol and Health (GISAH), the WHO Global Alcohol Status Report, the technical tools and capacity building programs as well as partnerships across the UN System and with Member States. Notwithstanding the question of actual availability, coherence and impact of the listed tools, Movendi International analysis shows that these approaches - while promising and fruitful (with caveats) - urgently need innovation and usage of methods that increase the impact across the WHO GAS objectives and priority areas.

**The detailed analysis:**

While the production of knowledge should be considered a (limited) achievement of WHO and the WHA GAS, there is also room for improvement. The absence of the implementation toolkit for the ten recommended target areas for national action, for instance, is a shortcoming in knowledge production and technical capacity building. In particular the dissemination of knowledge is faced with significant challenges and must be considered outdated.

The production of knowledge can further be strengthened in two dimensions:

**New or under-researched topics:**

Production of knowledge should be strengthened in terms of implementation research, regarding the systematic tracking of alcohol industry interference in all its forms as well as in terms of other topics from the health and development discourse, such as universal health coverage, women’s rights and women’s health, child rights and children’s and
adolescent’s health, poverty eradication, environmental degradation (water and food insecurity, biodiversity loss) and economic productivity, as well as drivers and determinants of alcohol abstention, quitting and delay of onset of alcohol use.

**More frequent, timely and useful evidence:**
Production of knowledge should also become more timely both in terms of frequency and specificity as well as in terms of relating to high-level political decision-making processes. Country case studies are crucial; the country profiles should be more frequently updated, fact sheet production and contributions with timely evidence explaining the role of alcohol harm and alcohol policy solutions for specific political discussions, such as UHC, New Urban Agenda, Financing for development etc. are essential to improve both knowledge production as well as dissemination and awareness.

There is a **clear connection between awareness of the alcohol burden, increased political leadership and commitment, and more concerted action** across sectors. Strengthened knowledge base and improved monitoring and surveillance systems are essential to more effectively, timely and compellingly disseminate state of the art scientific evidence and to facilitate better application of information in advocacy and policy development processes.

The **dissemination of knowledge has proven to be ineffective and largely outdated** over the period of WHO GAS implementation. **Three factors have constrained WHO’s ability to disseminate knowledge timely, effectively and compellingly.** The scarcity in human and financial resources, the weak global infrastructure for alcohol prevention and control and the lack of leadership at the highest levels of WHO, together pose major challenges to knowledge dissemination.

**Scarcity in human and financial resources**
The fact that there is no consistent social media communication from WHO about alcohol harm and alcohol policy solutions is a serious concern. There is no strategic approach to messaging about alcohol as a global health emergency and no consistent messaging in the social media. For knowledge dissemination to drive advocacy, policy development and awareness this is a grave concern.

Beyond social media, there is no compelling way of presenting information, other than the website; compelling images, infographics, fact sheets, success stories etc. are all missing. In the WHO regions there is some work in this regard, but they too are constrained by scarcity in human and financial resources.

And thirdly, at WHO in general there is no consistent and strategic way of communicating about alcohol harm, its magnitude, its human stories, and how it burdens development and the potential of the alcohol policy best buys.
On global level, the WHO GAS has failed to foster the emergence of a powerful voice highlighting (cross-cutting) alcohol issues and their solutions.

Weak global infrastructure for alcohol prevention and control
Nearly a decade into the implementation of the WHO GAS, the world still lacks a global day to raise awareness about alcohol harm and policy solutions. Secondly, in contrast to other global health emergencies (that actually kill fewer people), there is no global ministerial conference on alcohol under the guidance of WHO. Thirdly, since 2010, alcohol policy has not been a stand-alone agenda item at WHO governing body meetings. In some WHO regions it has more or less disappeared entirely from the agenda over the last decade. Fourthly, despite nearly a decade of WHO GAS implementation, WHO does still not do an adequate job in mainstreaming alcohol into other relevant health and development topics. This constraints the emergence of additional actors, such as UN agencies, and the creation of powerful governance structures such as joint programs or initiatives. Fifthly, to make matters even worse, there is no specific WHO program on alcohol (SDG 3.5) to act us custodian for all challenges listed above and to pay attention to the alcohol burden commensurate with the magnitude of harm.
This means that the WHO GAS has not facilitated the creation of proper infrastructure that could foster reliable knowledge generation and dissemination and that could promote political awareness, commitment and leadership.

Lack of leadership at the highest levels of WHO
Alcohol has often been entirely or largely absent - especially compared to tobacco - from relevant speeches and other addresses of WHO leaders12. Even symbolic attention to alcohol policy has been low over the period of WHO GAS implementation. For example, Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, the new WHO Director General, has not attended the high-level side event during UNGA 2018 on alcohol policy, despite the presence of the President of Sri Lanka and numerous ministers of health. The previous Director General, Dr Margaret Chan, often failed to even mention alcohol harm, the alcohol industry or alcohol policy in her speeches13. Secondly, the lack of empowerment of cross-sectorial work across departments and units of WHO is apparent when relevant WHO strategies are being analysed for how they address and respond to alcohol harm. Thirdly, the lack of streamlining of efforts across the WHO regions, geared to building on best practices from each region to help elevate the work of all regions on alcohol

---

12 World Health Organization, Latest speeches, WHO Director General: https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/
13 Dr Margaret Chan, WHO Director General: Address to the Sixty-ninth World Health Assembly, 2016: https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/address-to-the-sixty-ninth-world-health-assembly
prevention and control is also a major challenge for systematic and concerted work on alcohol policy, let alone effective knowledge dissemination.

Fourthly, the WHO GAS has not facilitated leadership at the highest levels of WHO, which is a serious concern, given the heavy burden alcohol places on countries around the world. The new triple billion target14 of the General Program of Work 13 (GPW13) will not be achieved without more commitment to alcohol policy development, including knowledge production and dissemination.

1.5 Summary assessment

Movendi International analysis illustrates some success and important progress facilitated by the WHO GAS but highlights that the WHO GAS after nearly a decade of implementation is largely ineffective, inadequate, and in parts even outdated.

The progress at country level - where progress arguably counts the most - on the ten key areas for national action outlined in the WHO GAS has been ineffective and insufficient. The fact that progress was weakest in terms of implementation of the three alcohol policy best buy solutions clearly illustrates that the WHO GAS is inadequate.

A stronger instrument is necessary to reach agreed targets for alcohol consumption reduction and health and development promotion. After nearly a decade of implementation of the WHO GAS, alcohol remains a global health emergency and is still often overlooked. After nearly a decade of implementation of the WHO GAS, alcohol remains a major obstacle to sustainable development but is yet to receive adequate attention.

A more up-to-date, adequate, effective, comprehensive and compelling tool - for example a global treaty - is urgently needed to overcome all the shortcomings of the WHO GAS and to address all the problems that the WHO GAS was ill-designed to tackle from the beginning. Movendi International analysis of the challenges and setbacks regarding the WHO GAS and its implementation provides concrete points for the way forward in alcohol prevention and control. The challenges surpass the need for improving resource mobilization and strengthening means of implementation of the current WHO GAS. Significant changes need to be adopted that go beyond better implementation of the WHO GAS, so as to substantially reduce alcohol per capita use and related harm worldwide.

14 World Health Assembly Approves New Strategic Plan With Focus on “Triple Billion” Targets (2018):
“triple
In addition to updating, improving and strengthening the WHO GAS, as well as developing and adopting a global treaty on alcohol control will be essential for the way forward.

But it is clear that stronger WHO commitment and leadership, and more Member States support and resourcing, as well as better UN system collaboration for concrete initiatives, programs and projects are the most fundamental to deliver on the promises made in 2010, 2013, 2015 and beyond.

Movendi International calls for 6 bold actions to be taken to deliver on the promises made when the WHO GAS was adopted and reconfirmed in the SDGs.

I. Revision and update of the inadequate, ineffective and outdated WHO GAS;
II. Ending the dialogue with the alcohol industry and revising how the WHO GAS addresses the role and harm caused by the alcohol industry;
III. Improvements to resource mobilization, especially through an alcohol taxation initiative;
IV. Strengthening of the global infrastructure for alcohol prevention and control and streamlining of the response to the alcohol burden across the WHO and the wider UN system;
V. Adoption of a bold target to reduce alcohol per capita consumption (and related harm) and increases on Member States commitment;
VI. Creation of an Expert Committee to solve key weaknesses of the WHO GAS and to provide recommendations for the path towards a global binding treaty on alcohol.

1.6 Flaw in discussion paper: Technical support and capacity building

Movendi International regards the discussion paper’s assertion on page 4 as flawed, when it says: “… all WHO regions have developed regional strategies or action plans to provide support to Member States at country level in implementation of the global strategy…”

While all WHO regions indeed might have strategies in place, the above analysis clearly illustrates that regional and country-level support to Member States has been inadequate.

This is abundantly clear from evidence for the WHO African region, where a strategy was developed\(^\text{15}\) but it failed in facilitating systematic action. Not even a framework for implementation has been adopted, despite attempts and the WHO African Region Status Report in 2013 was by and large the last time alcohol harm was seriously put on the agenda for discussion.

For example, at the 69th Session of Regional Committee for Africa, the regional cancer prevention strategy was discussed, and the report did not even address alcohol once, while tobacco was examined 13 times throughout the document. The report of the regional director did not mention alcohol once either\(^\text{16}\), despite the fact that the WHO African region now suffers the biggest relative burden of alcohol harm\(^\text{17}\).

There is no dedicated technical staff at the Regional Office of WHO in the African Region to work on the topic of alcohol prevention and control.

This clearly shows that strategies are not enough. Resource allocation at WHO regional and country offices is crucial; as is leadership from Member States to request support from WHO, to mobilise funding for WHO and to pursue collaborative efforts in tackling the alcohol burden; as is systematic efforts to mainstream alcohol policy considerations into all relevant areas of global health discussions at WHO. The WHO GAS has clearly not contributed to overcoming these challenges and persisting shortcomings.

Movendi International wishes that this dimension is better highlighted in future documents reporting on the WHO GAS implementation.

1.7 Flaw in discussion paper: Improving WHO analysis of challenges

Movendi International notes the description of challenges in the discussion paper. While we agree with and support the inclusion of many of the points highlighted, Movendi International proposes a more systematic presentation of the analysis of the challenges below.

Importantly: For an analysis of the implementation of the WHO GAS, it is critical to assess whether the its own objectives have been achieved or not and whether they are still relevant - nearly a decade after their adoption.

1.7.1 Understanding the magnitude (not complexity) of the problem

Recognition of the real harm from alcohol, its magnitude and facets is essential for galvanising political commitment and sustained action.

In this context, Movendi International would like to include the issue of alcohol’s harm to others (especially with regard to topics not currently under consideration), cross-border issues of alcohol policy, the inter-sectoral nature of alcohol problems and their solutions and the need for mainstreaming alcohol literacy, including about alcohol myths and alcohol industry tactics, into all relevant policy areas.

In this context, alcohol’s harm to others could become a crucial dimension to unlock synergies across different policy areas by facilitating the recognition of alcohol harm in

---


the affected policy areas. This recognition of the real harm of alcohol in turn fosters understanding of the need for alcohol policy solutions to achieve sustainable outcomes in affected policy areas. However, the topic of alcohol as obstacle to development deserves more attention and could provide a compelling frame for illustrating the real magnitude of alcohol harm, including harm to others.

Since alcohol’s adverse effects on the individual and society are bigger than those of tobacco, the frame of NCDs in which alcohol is currently located, contributes to the distortion of the understanding of alcohol harm in its full extent. Movendi International analysis of the SDGs shows that 14 of 17 SDGs and more than 50 unique SDG targets are adversely affected by alcohol. The current response to the alcohol burden as facilitated by the WHO GAS does, however, not capture this reality fully.

1.7.2 Communication about the problem
Since awareness and recognition of the overall alcohol burden on individuals, communities and a population’s health, safety, economy and social fabric remains low, the level of commitment to sustained, evidence-based action on alcohol prevention and control is extremely low, compared to other public health issues.

An important piece of the challenge in this context - and one that is not mentioned in the discussion paper - is the ability to communicate effectively to translate independent science into awareness and (policy) action. Clear ways of communicating about alcohol harm, its solutions and the benefits of alcohol policy-making are essential, but have not yet been utilized by WHO (and most Member States). For example, the concept of “harmful use of alcohol” is highly problematic. It’s a term that is confusing and supports the narrative and myths of the alcohol industry. The term disguises both the real magnitude of the alcohol burden (see above) as well as the motives of the alcohol industry for the public and policy makers.

In implementing the strategy, WHO has not done a good job of raising awareness of what this term actually means. This has allowed the alcohol industry to equate “responsible drinking” with the concept of “harmful use of alcohol” in their attempt to shift the focus to individual responsibility and prevent recognition of the fact that alcohol consumption is neither healthy nor safe. The term contributes to the pervasive alcohol norm and has also created confusing and troubling phrases such as “harmful use of alcohol can be harmful/ problematic” or “harmful abuse of alcohol” etc.

This was predictable. But nearly ten years after the adoption of the WHO GAS it is now important to revisit, rethink and reframe - to allow WHO and other UN partners to communicate more effectively, clearly and compellingly about alcohol harm and the alcohol policy solutions.

1.7.3 Solving the problem: Political leadership and policy coherence
A crucial aspect of addressing and solving alcohol problems in a jurisdiction is policy coherence - something that should not be absent from the analysis of the WHO GAS implementation.

Often “limited levels of political will and commitment of governments and other stakeholders to support and implement effective measures to reduce” alcohol related harm are directly linked to competing policy goals in other areas. This has become clear in the context of international economic commitments, but it also applies to agriculture policy, free market and competition, even development policy and industry subsidies. The WHO GAS has not been effective in protecting alcohol policy from these incoherencies and is likely outdated in this regard.

Movendi International supports the analysis that “responsibility for dealing with the problems from alcohol is [often] diffused between diverse systems, professions, government departments, and intergovernmental agencies without any” clear entity/authority/institution one that is focused exclusively on and has the mandate to coordinate policy-makers in other sectors to the benefit of advancing alcohol policy solutions. the harmful use of alcohol.

The problem is that effective models for such cross-sectorial and synergistic approaches are rare and have not been included by WHO in technical capacity building.

In terms of political leadership, Movendi International analysis shows a clear lack of concerted global and regional alcohol prevention and control efforts. For example, the responses in the different WHO regions to the respective alcohol burden varies widely (as described above); good examples and best practices in regions should therefore be highlighted and mainstreamed to facilitate higher levels of commitment and actions across all WHO regions.

The set of guiding principles contained in the WHO GAS has remained a hidden treasure. WHO has not been effective in raising awareness about them and in building capacity among countries to understand and implement them. Therefore, an analysis of how these principles have fared - which ones were useful for Member States, and which ones have been ignored by Member States in the process of alcohol policy development - is critical for the way forward.

To foster policy formulation and implementation, WHO could utilize the guiding principles more and a toolkit to that end will be an important contribution to supporting political leadership for alcohol prevention and control.

Another challenge to fostering systematic action, ensuring policy coherence and promoting political commitment and leadership is the lack of resources and capacity
(see above); often (but not automatically) this leads to lack of coordination and absence of concerted action for a comprehensive approach.

1.7.4 Alcohol industry: barrier to understanding, awareness, and political commitment

Movendi International supports the analysis of the alcohol industry but would like to see a separate sub-chapter in the discussion of challenges.

The alcohol industry is the driver of the global health emergency that is alcohol harm and poses a formidable barrier to effective implementation of the WHO GAS. Analysis of how the alcohol industry operates to undermine understanding and recognition of the burden of alcohol harm, to hinder awareness and behavior change and to jeopardize and threaten political commitment to evidence-based alcohol policy-making is an integral part of the analysis of the WHO GAS implementation. Alcohol industry interference is certainly driven by globalization and market concentration. At the same time a comprehensive list of their strategies could look like this:

I. Industry innovations
   A. Promotion of “healthier” and “safer” products
   B. Online retail and new delivery models challenge availability regulations

II. Corporate Social Responsibility and public relations

III. Pervasive marketing
   A. Digital marketing

IV. Aggressive political activity and interference
   A. Early agenda setting
   B. Lobbying against best buys

V. Shifting the focus & manufacture false debate
   A. Challenging legal basis for alcohol control

---

VI. Attack legitimate science & intimidate scientists 28
VII. Fund & run disinformation campaigns
VIII. Frame the issue in highly “creative” ways
   A. Primacy of economic interests
   B. Informal alcohol production and sale

While the WHO GAS gives economic operators a role in reducing alcohol-related harm within their core functions as developers, producers, distributors, marketers and seller of alcohol, evidence after nearly a decade of WHO GAS implementation is clearly highlighting the flaws connected to dialogue with the alcohol industry and more specifically with the WHO GAS providing a role in the first place.

In fact, evidence is overwhelming:

- The alcohol industry targets and relies on heavy alcohol users for the bulk of their profits, clearly illustrating their fundamental and direct conflict of interest regarding any measure to reduce and prevent alcohol harm. 29 30
- The alcohol industry attacks, undermines, sows doubt about independent science regarding the real harm caused by alcohol and the efficacy of alcohol policy solutions, especially the best buys. 31 32 33
- The alcohol industry violates its own self-regulation commitments systematically. 34 35 36

---

- CSR activity of the alcohol industry does not reduce alcohol harm but might in fact be harmful.37 38 39 60 41
- The alcohol industry targets and exposes young people and minors with their marketing practices.42 43 44 45
- The alcohol industry employs a range of unethical business practices.46 47 48

From this evidence, it is abundantly clear that the technical areas* for dialogue between the alcohol industry and WHO49 are outdated and problematic and that this activity has no chance for success by any measure. For all attempts by WHO to avoid it but this type of dialogue sends conflicting messages and allows the alcohol industry to continue portraying itself as “responsible corporate citizens”, despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary.

Thus, the dialogue with the alcohol industry and the role that the WHO GAS gives the alcohol industry are serious obstacles to achieving all five objectives of the WHO GAS. The dialogues should be ended and the way the WHO GAS addresses the alcohol industry should be revised.

38 Babor TF, Robaina K, Brown K, et al Is the alcohol industry doing well by ‘doing good’? Findings from a content analysis of the alcohol industry’s actions to reduce harmful drinking BMJ Open 2018;8:e024325. doi: 10.1136/bmjopen-2018-024325
46 Case library of alcohol industry unethical business practices, IOGT International: https://iogt.org/blog/tag/bigalcohollexposed/
49 Dialogue with economic operators in alcohol production and trade, 2018. * Technical areas: self-regulation of alcohol beverage marketing; practices of retail sales and serving; production and packaging; labelling and consumer information; and data on sales and consumption.
1.7.5 Lack of global regulation, norms and standards
A fifth aspect of a comprehensive analysis of the challenges regarding WHO GAS implementation is the lack of global, binding regulation and the absence of collective norms and standards in the field of alcohol prevention and control.
Movendi International supports the emphasis of the fact that alcohol is the only psychoactive substance not under a global regulatory regime.

The absence of effective regional strategies, treaties or plans to comprehensively deal with cross-border issues of alcohol harm, industry practices and alcohol policy implementation is another serious challenge - one that the WHO GAS is ill-equipped to address and guide Member States.

All this means that there is currently no significant and meaningful protection of the human right to health and development against the risks and dangers of alcohol.
And there is no powerful measure to seriously counter the practices and human rights abuses of the alcohol industry around the world.
All these points underline the fact that the WHO GAS has proven inadequate and ineffective in facilitating necessary responses to the global alcohol burden. A stronger instrument is needed.

1.8 Setbacks
In addition to the challenges already outlined, Movendi International analysis has identified four setbacks in the implementation of the WHO GAS, based on the parameters of our analysis above.

1.8.1 Advocacy setbacks
Three striking examples show that the WHO GAS was unable to avoid significant setbacks in terms of public health advocacy:
- The Addis Ababa Action Agenda (AAAA)50 for financing development from 2015 failed to include alcohol taxation as important source of domestic resources and triple win measure for health and development promotion, even though tobacco taxation was included; and even though the 2010 World Health Report had already clearly highlighted the potential of alcohol taxation.

The 2018 political declaration of the 3rd High-Level Meeting on NCDs\(^{51}\) is weak on measures to tackle alcohol as an NCDs risk factor and even more problematic in the role it ascribes to the alcohol industry (paragraph 44).

The New Urban Agenda (NUA)\(^{52}\) fails to even mention alcohol despite clear evidence of alcohol’s link with violence - a key concern for urban development.

In the cases of the AAAA and the NUA the absence of recognition for the important contribution of alcohol policy is a serious setback, especially because it would have meant to anchor alcohol policy considerations in sectors beyond health, such as SDG 11 (inclusive and safe cities and human settlements) and SDG 16 and 17 (financing for development).

**Why is this a setback?**

The global conversation (and possibly the policy response) could have advanced much further than the status quo had alcohol violence and alcohol taxation been addressed in the NUA and AAAA respectively. Like the WHO GAS has become a landmark ensuring alcohol policy is considered in global health policy-making processes (as outlined above), similar mechanisms would likely have been unlocked for alcohol policy outside the global health policy sector.

Currently, however, it proves to be very challenging to mainstream alcohol taxation (for instance) into the conversation on financing for development; this in turn makes it more difficult to mobilize support from a broad coalition of stakeholders outside the global health community for alcohol taxation and the alcohol policy best buys.

**1.8.2 Setbacks in terms of knowledge production**

There is one dimension where the production of knowledge has remained insufficient and that is: technical tools and implementation toolkits for the alcohol policy best buys in particular and the guiding principles as well as the 10 areas of policy options and leadership of the WHO GAS in general. These should have been a major priority immediately after the adoption of the WHO GAS in 2010. But nearly a decade into its implementation, the toolkit is still not available for policy makers.

**Why is this a setback?**


It affects preparedness and constraints WHO’s ability to respond to requests from Member States for technical support and capacity building. In addition, this is a setback because countries that want to implement the WHO GAS lack authoritative resources.

1.8.3 Setbacks in response to alcohol industry
The implementation of the WHO GAS has been a missed opportunity over the last decade to effectively counter the alcohol industry, document and expose their tactics, raise alcohol industry literacy and institute effective conflict of interest policies to avoid corporate capture and alcohol industry interference.

However, the status quo is very different.
- The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria partners with Heineken (currently suspended, but not terminated)\(^{53}\).
- United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) partners with AB InBev\(^{54}\).
- UNICEF partners with David Beckham, an advertising icon for the alcohol industry\(^{55}\).

**Why is this a setback?**
Partnerships like these provide strategical advantages to the alcohol industry. They help to normalize the alcohol industry; to disguise their responsibility for alcohol harm; to facilitate networking and relation-building with policy makers; and to improve their political capital to interfere even more aggressively.
In addition, these partnerships betray incoherences among UN agencies and programs and show how difficult it is to find a concerted approach, based on common rules, to the alcohol industry.

1.8.4 Setback 10% reduction target

---


The inclusion of the alcohol policy best buys in NCDs Global Action Plan has been very positive for global alcohol prevention and control. But the voluntary global target of a 10% reduction of per capita alcohol use until 2025 is a very unambitious target56.

While the adoption of this voluntary global target on alcohol consumption reduction highlighted the conviction that achieving this decline was feasible, WHO data now shows that there is no progress in reducing the total per capita alcohol consumption in the world in comparison with 2010.” page 6

Why is the 10% reduction target a setback?
The 10% reduction target is actually very unambitious. Not even such a low target has been achieved. Moreover, such a low target is problematic because it implies that alcohol harm is less of a burden and priority compared to the other NCDs risk factors. It also disguises the truth that much more alcohol policy action is needed to effectively prevent and reduce harm (the alcohol burden does not only consist of non-communicable diseases). And it is problematic since it undermines the recognition of the urgency to better protect the human right to health and help achieve the SDGs through tackling alcohol harm.

Unambitious targets might be easier to ignore as they create the impression they could be reached without real action and change.

1.9 Not yet 21st century - Outdated aspects of the WHO Global Alcohol Strategy

Movendi International analysis shows that after nearly a decade of WHO GAS implementation, the strategy is outdated in key aspects of the global governance of alcohol prevention and control:
I. International trade and investment agreements57,
II. The 2030 Agenda,
III. Innovative and increasingly aggressive new practices and technologies of the alcohol industry (self-regulation, CSR, interference, digital marketing, heavy users, etc.)
IV. WHO’s own reforms and landmark transformations (UHC, GPW13 triple billion target),
V. Terminology to discuss alcohol harm and alcohol policy solutions, and
VI. Policy coherence.

Firstly, the WHO GAS provides no protection for national alcohol legislation from trade challenges and countries struggle to protect evidence-based public health (including

56 WHO: NCDs and mental health, Global monitoring framework, about 9 voluntary global targets: https://www.who.int/nmh/ncd-tools/definition-targets/en/
alcohol policy) measures from attack at the WTO or in trade and investment agreement negotiations and disputes.

Secondly, the arrival of the SDGs is an opportunity for advancing alcohol policy but the WHO GAS does not provide a compelling platform to tackle alcohol as the massive obstacle to development that it is, having been adopted half a decade before the Agenda 2030 came into being.

Thirdly, the alcohol industry is constantly innovating its marketing, lobbying and PR practices and its use of technology, employing digital tools, increasingly crossing borders, aggressively attacking alcohol policy and science and sowing doubt and misinformation about the real harm of alcohol. The WHO GAS is not designed to keep pace with these rapid developments in the alcohol industry that derail, obstruct, and threaten effective alcohol policy making and knowledge production. Furthermore, the role that the WHO GAS has ascribed the alcohol industry has been proven harmful and is outdated.

Fourthly, the WHO reform has changed how the organization engages with so-called non-state actors, how it conducts its business with the new GPW13, how it pursues funding and where it seeks to generate its biggest impact. The WHO GAS is now out of date even in this internal WHO perspective - for instance in its failure to facilitate systematic mainstreaming of alcohol policy considerations across all relevant areas of WHO work, such universal health coverage.

Fifthly, another dimension that has fallen out of time (and that has never been up to date) is the terminology: after nearly a decade of WHO GAS implementation, it has become clear that a host of terms have not helped the public or decision-makers to capture the magnitude of alcohol harm; and have instead played into the cards of the alcohol industry. The term “harmful use of alcohol” has been a problematic comprise in 2010. Since 2010, it has been part of the problem of lack of understanding of the real extent and severity of alcohol harm and has also played into the narrative of the alcohol industry to shift the focus to individual responsibility for any alcohol harm; it has not helped to clearly explain what latest science knows about the real harm of alcohol at individual and population level and it has often led to confusion.

Robust and modern infrastructure for global alcohol prevention and control

---

The global infrastructure for alcohol prevention and control is weak and fragile. Nearly a decade after the adoption of the WHO GAS, the global infrastructure lacks a host of building blocks:

I. Global alcohol awareness day,
II. Global ministerial conference on alcohol policy under WHO patronage,
III. Regular discussion of alcohol harm and policy solutions at WHO governing body meetings,
IV. Institution of a specific WHO program on alcohol (or SDG 3.5 in general) and an effective mechanism to mainstream alcohol prevention and control consideration into all relevant health and development topics,
V. Functioning global network of alcohol policy focal points/counterparts,
VI. Global watchdog of alcohol industry practices and interference in alcohol policy-making,
VII. Institution of global joint UN system initiative on alcohol taxation,
VIII. Provision of compelling investment case(s) for alcohol prevention and control, and
IX. Coherent, binding global instrument to institute a comprehensive set norms of standards.

Without such an infrastructure consisting of these (and possibly more) building blocks, especially LMICs will continue to struggle to effectively reduce their alcohol burden and people and communities will continue to be exposed to massive alcohol harm.

2. The Way Forward - Towards alcohol policy of the 21st century

Question #2:
What, in your organization’s view, should be priority areas for future actions to reduce the harmful use of alcohol and strengthen implementation of the global strategy to reduce the harmful use of alcohol

2.1 Beyond implementation

Movendi International’s analysis shows that the way forward for global alcohol prevention and control must address more than the issue of strengthening implementation. To bring alcohol prevention and control firmly into the 21st century, the outdated aspects of the WHO GAS must be addressed, the inadequate aspects need to rectified and a more robust infrastructure needs to be created. And we need bigger, bolder targets - in line with the magnitude and severity of the world’s alcohol problem.

2.1.1 Addressing the OUTDATED aspects: More adequate response to developments in the world
The WHO GAS Priorities that must be categorized as outdated, are:
1c Public health dialogue
3b Dissemination of knowledge

The WHO GAS Objectives cannot be considered as outdated as such; nevertheless, they are faced with the significant developments since the adoption of the WHO GAS in the global governance of health and development that are highly relevant for alcohol prevention and control. Therefore, all WHO GAS objectives need recalibration.

**Developments in the world**
Alcohol harm is a global public health emergency and the alcohol industry is a serious risk and barrier to achieving health and well-being for all. Countries implementing the alcohol policy best buys need stronger protection from alcohol industry interference. Countries also need stronger support with technical capacity building regarding alcohol policy formulation, implementation, monitoring and safeguarding alcohol prevention and control efforts from the alcohol industry.

**Cross-border issues** (such as digital marketing and cross-border trade) have strongly emerged over the last decade that require better international collaboration to protect the integrity and efficacy of national alcohol policy-making.

The heavy burden of alcohol harm is a global health, sustainable development and social justice issue that requires **stronger and more concerted responses from the UN system on all levels**; alcohol's unique adverse effects across a multitude of SDGs need to be much better taken into consideration and mainstreamed into future policy responses.

The acceleration of trade and investment agreements around the world require urgent responses to protect governments’ rights to regulate the alcohol industry and to legislate in the area of alcohol policy.

**International illicit financial flows**, such as alcohol industry tax schemes, require a policy response that the WHO GAS is not designed to deliver.

**Key elements for a state-of-the-art approach to alcohol prevention and control**
As outlined above, to bring the global response to the alcohol burden firmly into the 21st century, key elements needs to be put in place:
- Better exploration and examination of new or under-researched topics;
- Dissemination of more frequent, timely and useful evidence in the context of policy development and advocacy;
- Overcoming the scarcity in human and financial resources dedicated to alcohol prevention and control;
Movendi International proposes the following key actions to address and overcome the identified weaknesses and shortcomings:

I. Revision and update of the inadequate, ineffective and outdated WHO GAS;

II. Ending the dialogue with the alcohol industry and revising how the WHO GAS addresses the role and harm caused by the alcohol industry;

III. Improvements to resource mobilization, especially through an alcohol taxation initiative;

IV. Strengthening of the global infrastructure for alcohol prevention and control and streamlining of the response to the alcohol burden across the WHO and the wider UN system;

A new WHO Program on alcohol to streamline communication, establish concerted action, act as alcohol industry watchdog, and to ensure effective mainstreaming of alcohol policy considerations across the WHO, the UN system and the wider global governance structure is an important building block.

2.1.2 Addressing the INADEQUATE aspects: Building of stronger infrastructure

Both in terms of infrastructure built and toolbox created since the adoption of the WHA GAS in 2010, the alcohol prevention and control community remains poorly equipped.59

The priority areas categorized as inadequate:
2. Technical support and capacity-building
4. Resource mobilization

The objectives categorized as inadequate:
3. Increased technical support to, and enhanced capacity of, Member States for preventing the harmful use of alcohol and managing alcohol-use disorders and associated health conditions.
4. Strengthened partnerships and better coordination among stakeholders and increased mobilization of resources required for appropriate and concerted action to prevent the harmful use of alcohol.
5. Improved systems for monitoring and surveillance at different levels, and more effective dissemination and application of information for advocacy, policy development and evaluation purposes.

Movendi International proposes the following key actions to close these serious gaps:

• New efforts are essential to develop state-of-the-art technical tools for Member States.
• Producing a compelling capacity building program, consisting of different modules with online availability, and using modern technology is also critical.

2.1.3 Adopt bold targets
As our analysis has shown, unambitious targets might appear pragmatic or realistic on first glance but they come with inherent risks - especially in the field of alcohol prevention and control. To turn the tide on the global alcohol burden, bold new targets are vital.

For example, a much more ambitious target for the reduction of per capita alcohol use is necessary. Movendi International proposes a target in line with tobacco: 30% reduction of APC until 2030.

Bold targets are also important in terms of mobilizing resources. Two options for raising resources should be explored: the feasibility of setting up a global impost on alcohol, and a profit levy across the alcohol industry value chain. Movendi International proposes to set up a technical working group to make recommendations and design a road map.

Towards a global binding treaty
And thirdly, the time has come for a global, binding treaty on alcohol control. Such an instrument is clearly the best and most ambitious way forward to tackle the host of challenges, shortcoming and problems of the current instrument, the WHO GAS.

The global alcohol epidemic is driven by these factors:
- Trade liberalization,
- Direct foreign investment,
- Global, transnational, marketing (advertising, promotions and sponsorship) increasingly relying on use of technology,
- International tax schemes, and
- Exploitation of cross-border trade.

The case for a global, binding treaty on alcohol control is clear:
1. Protect the human right to health and development,
2. Ensure the achievement of global and national targets for reduction of alcohol use and related harm,
3. Curb alcohol industry interference, and
4. promote global social justice.

Movendi International proposes the following key actions to address and overcome the identified weaknesses and shortcomings:
V. Adoption of a bold target to reduce alcohol per capita consumption (and related harm) and increases on Member States commitment;
VI. Creation of an Expert Committee to solve key weaknesses of the WHO GAS and to provide recommendations for the path towards a global binding treaty on alcohol.

2.2 Strengthen WHO Global Alcohol Strategy implementation

Movendi International expresses our surprise that the only really concrete proposal from the discussion paper in this context is the dialogue with the alcohol industry. All other proposals remain rather vague and un-specific. Above we have clearly outlined why this type of dialogue has fallen out of time, should be terminated and actually the entire role of the alcohol industry should be revised in the WHO GAS.

Furthermore, the practice of conducting alcohol policy impact assessments should be promoted as a means of strengthening implementation. Governments should conduct these assessments in regular intervals to examine the impact of and potential gains through alcohol policy development in terms of health (healthy lives), productivity and revenue gains. Where necessary, WHO should be able to provide guidance in how to conduct these assessments.

Movendi International recommends going beyond the intra- and intergovernmental coordination mechanism dimension promoted in the discussion paper. While this is certainly important, guidance should be provided for how to engender the highest level of political leadership and for how to maintain political attention and sustained action on alcohol policy.

Movendi International proposes the development of the WHO case for making alcohol policy the priority it should be - by outlining the health, productivity, safety and revenue gains from investments in the alcohol policy best buys; and by illustrating how this can be achieved and what leadership in this area looks like.
And finally, as outlined above, Movendi International recommends a more ambitious approach than suggested in the discussion paper with regard to the 10% reduction target. It should be regarded as the bare minimum and too unambitious in the face of the alcohol burden.

2.2.1 Increase WHO leadership and commitment

There is a clear need for better, stronger and more systematic commitment from WHO to alcohol prevention and control. Our analysis has clearly outlined crucial points.

**Strategic questions for the World Health Organization**

To describe efforts in support of better implementation of the WHO GAS, the following questions should be answered with regard to WHO leadership:

I. How is WHO planning to ensure alcohol policy is effectively mainstreamed into other relevant SDGs policy areas?

II. How is WHO ensuring alcohol in its cross-cutting nature and burden is properly addressed across the triple billion targets?

III. How is WHO addressing trade’s adverse impact on health and health policy making, including with regard to alcohol?

IV. How is WHO planning to better translate evidence into policy action? For example concerning the topic of alcohol and cancer?

V. How is WHO planning to better promote the right of children, youth, and adults to be protected from pressures to consume alcohol?

VI. What will WHO do more to document and expose alcohol industry interference?

VII. What is WHO planning to do in order to improve and streamline work on alcohol control across the regions?

VIII. What will WHO do to streamline work on alcohol across the UN system?

Answers to this set of strategic questions - they can also be applied to the Member States level - provide a systematic way forward to assert and improve WHO leadership in tackling the global alcohol burden. Answers will pave the way for better implementation of and improvements to current commitments.

2.3 New priority areas and new opportunities

While the NCDs and SDGs agendas have certainly contributed to maintain a certain level of political attention for alcohol prevention and control, Movendi International does not agree with the assertion of the discussion paper that these two agendas will ensure alcohol policy stays on the radar. The obstacles to highlight alcohol policy in both contexts are considerable. The last ten years have shown this.
Ensuring alcohol policy is and becomes the priority it should be requires specific, systematic efforts, as well as leadership and commitment to raise awareness and increase the level of alcohol literacy in other sectors. In addition, other issues, especially UHC, trade and women's, children's and adolescent's health are also important frames/policy areas for mainstreaming alcohol policy.

The availability of new opportunities and priority areas illustrates the need to actually update the WHO GAS, before it will be replaced by a global, binding treaty.

2.3.1 Movendi International list of new opportunities
Movendi International proposes the following new opportunities to be explored to advance alcohol prevention and control:
I. Abstention rate and maintaining low alcohol use prevalence: For the alcohol policy of the 21st century this is a key opportunity to protect the human right to health and development and to promote a life course approach to healthy lives.
II. Investment case for the alcohol policy best buys (SAFER technical package): For the alcohol policy of the 21st century this is an essential advocacy tool that has the potential to help visualizing the benefits of an integrated and comprehensive approach to alcohol policy development. These cases should include health, social, economic/productivity and revenue gains.
III. Gender equality and women empowerment: As the women's rights movement is gathering steam, this is an opportunity to broaden the alcohol control coalition and include the women empowerment community.
IV. Sustainable development: each SDG that is adversely affected by alcohol provides an opportunity!

2.3.2 Movendi International list of new WHO Global Alcohol Strategy priority areas
From the discussion paper, we support:
I. Increasing focus on the health needs and Human Rights of alcohol abstainers, and more attention being paid to the prevention of initiation;
II. Mainstreaming alcohol harm and policy consideration more systematically into the policy conversations about Universal Health Coverage and primary healthcare to better facilitate alcohol prevention, screening and treatment, to better address co-morbidities, to improve the skills of the health workforce to identify and address alcohol problems. In fact, this conversation should be further broadened, to include the potential of alcohol taxation for UHC, and the potential of alcohol prevention and control to ease the burden on the health system.
III. Investments in improvements of monitoring, surveillance, and evaluation systems.
IV. Concerted efforts to increase health literacy and stimulate alcohol industry literacy.

Movendi International would like to propose additional priority areas:
I. Alcohol and Human rights:
   A. Children and adolescents
   B. Women and girls
II. Alcohol and sustainable development
   A. Key SDGs such as 10, 11, 12
   B. Poverty, hunger
   C. Financing for development
III. Illicit financial flows, corruption
IV. Alcohol taxation initiative
V. Improve response to cross-border alcohol policy issues and facilitate cross-border collaboration
VI. Alcohol and policy coherence
   A. Trade
   B. Development
   C. Democracy
   D. Health

3. The Way Forward

This is a summary overview for all the concrete proposals Movendi International suggests for an ambitious and constructive way forward - to bring alcohol prevention and control firmly into the 21st century, after nearly a decade of implementation of the WHO GAS.

1. Recommendation for more ambitious per capita reduction target
   Movendi International calls for a target of a 30% reduction of per capita alcohol consumption until 2030.

2. Expert committee for the innovation of global alcohol prevention and control
   Movendi International calls for the creation of a WHO Expert Committee to make concrete recommendations towards the innovation and strengthening of global alcohol prevention and control.
   The WHO Expert Committee shall have the following mission:
   1. Contribute to updating the WHO GAS: update priority areas, add new/ update objectives (protect against industry interference), update terminology, revise the role of industry, etc;
   2. Make recommendation for evidence-based measures to protect alcohol abstainers, especially children and youth, and to help maintaining low alcohol use prevalence;
3. Make recommendations for the protection of the Human Right to Health, especially for women and girls (CEDAW), as well as children (CRC) through alcohol prevention and control;

4. Make recommendations for the improvement of monitoring and surveillance, as well as protection against industry interference;

5. Make proposal for how to set a regular agenda item/ ensure regular assessment and discussion of alcohol harm and policy response;

6. Elaborate the case for a global binding treaty, sketch out the potential and devise a roadmap.

7. Report back through the WHO governing bodies in 2022.

3. Set up “Joint global initiative for alcohol taxation” led by WHO, together with UNDP, the World Bank, the OECD, development partners, and civil society to enhance technical capacity and facilitate implementation of evidence-based alcohol taxation regimes.

4. Request the Director General to present a plan for mainstreaming alcohol at WHO Secretariat level, to re-establish the global alcohol policy counterparts' network and for how to properly address alcohol beyond the NCDs context:
   1. Report back through the WHO governing bodies in 2021.

5. Establish World Alcohol-Free Day, October 3rd, as global alcohol awareness day.

6. Call for an annual WHO Alcohol Status Report

Movendi International proposes the set-up of WHO processes and structures that allow for the timely delivery of annual alcohol status reports to better inform policy development and drive knowledge dissemination.

7. Make the bi-annual Forum on alcohol policy permanent and explore options for WHO to host it in collaboration with member states, as well as the possibility of regional forums.

8. Arrange in 2025 the first ever WHO Global Ministerial Conference on Alcohol Prevention and Control

Movendi International calls for a global ministerial conference on alcohol prevention and control, possibly in 2025, to facilitate high-level stock-taking and renewing of political commitment towards 2030.

9. Technical working group on resource mobilization

Movendi International calls for the formation of a technical working group to make recommendations and design a road map concerning options for resource mobilization,
for example through exploring the feasibility of setting up a global impost on alcohol, and a profit levy across the alcohol industry value chain.